Sessions
Pre-Conference
Designing a Comprehensive Fraud Risk
Management Programme

48 The Enemy Within: A Case Study on
Organisational Fraud and Corruption
Monday, 13:30-14:45
LEVEL:INTERMEDIATE

Sunday, 13:00-11-00

Dom Blackshaw, CFE

LEVEL:OVERVIEW

Rajiv Gupta, CFE, CA, CCSA, CISA

Manager Corporate Governance, Risk and Compliance, Finders Resources
Limited

In this optional 4-hour Pre-Conference Workshop, you will channel
the lessons from past whistleblowing cases and design analytics to
detect the red flags of fraud. This session will help you develop a
comprehensive fraud risk management programme based on prov
en methodology.

In this session, you will walk through a real-life case study involving
the suspicious expulsion of two ex-patriot managers from a mining
operation in the Asia-Pacific region. The case involves multiple red
flags of fraud and corruption, an independent investigation, the
termination of the operation's head and schemes that were slowly
bringing the organisation to its knees.

Vice President and Chief Internal Auditor, Diageo India

Pre-Conference Sessions:

• Detecting Fraud: How to Develop Beyond the Hotline Programme
• Building on the Basics: Advanced Fraud Prevention Strategies
• Leveraging Robotics and Predictive Analytics in Your Risk
Management Programme

SA Practical Approaches to Leverage
Robotics and Predictive Fraud Analytics
in Governance and Audits
Monday, 15:05-16:20
LEVEL:ADVANCED

Rajiv Gupta, CFE, CA, CCSA, CISA

Vice President and Chief Internal Auditor, Diageo India

Robotics process automation (RPA) is already helping financial insti
tutions, customer-support functions and shared-services functions
in automating and standardising a significant number of repetitive
and simple processes. In this session, you will learn how to use RPA
and its potential.

Main Conference Breakout Sessions
2A Navigating the Digital Crime Scene
Monday, 10:05-11:20
LEVEL:BASIC

Dr. Graeme Edwards, CFE, AAICD

Director, CYBERi Pty Ltd

In this session, you will learn a digital investigation case plan and how
to control and manage digital evidence while maintaining chain of cus
tody. This session will also explore a series of case studies involving
digital evidence and complexities of competing priorities of manage
ment and other technical staff.

28 Culture Risk: Ethical and Cultural
Imperatives to Reduce Fraud 9
Monday, 10:05-11:20

◄

►

58 Don't Shoot the Messenger: The
Intricacies of Whistleblower Protection 0
Monday, 15:05-16:20
LEVEL:BASIC

Georgie Farrant

Partner, Baker & McKenzie

In this session, you will learn how to navigate the intricacies of
whistleblower protection, including proposed legislation in Austra
lia, typical concerns of whistleblowers and best practices to foster
a constructive environment.

LEVEL:INTERMEDIATE

Roger Darvall-Stevens, MBA, MA, CFE

Partner/Director, National Head of Fraud & Forensic Se,vices, Australia, RSM

In this session, you will examine culture risk in the context of un
ethical conduct that often leads to, or already is, fraud. We will dis
cuss recent cases - including the Volkswagen emission fraud, the
7-Eleven wage abuse, the Australian cricket scandal and frauds in
financial institutions - and the theme that emerges from them.

4A Cyber-Enabled Fraud: Are We Future
Ready?
Monday, 13:30-14:45

LEVEL:INTERMEDIATE

Tamsyn Harris, CA

Head of Fraud Risk Strategy, Financial Crime, ANZ Banking Group

In this session, you will explore case studies and learn more about
emerging attack vectors, including social engineering, business
email compromise and data leaks. You will also review the conse
quences of these attacks, including dismissal, and media and rep
utational damage. Finally, you will learn what to do to combat this
growing risk, including better alignment between information secu
rity and fraud, and better sharing and interrogation of data to identi
fy and understand threats.

Networking Reception
Monday, 24 September 116:30-18:00

Join us as the ACFE hosts a Networking Reception for conference
attendees. This is the perfect opportunity for you to meet and con
verse with fellow anti-fraud colleagues from the Asia-Pacific region
while browsing the latest anti-fraud services and products available
today. Refreshments and light hors d'oeuvres will be provided. This
reception is complimentary for registered attendees.

7A Session Details Coming Soon
Tuesday, 10:05-11:20

78 Exploring the Use of Regulatory
Technology to Mitiga te Financial Crime
Tuesday, 10:05-11:20

LEVEL:ADVANCED

Tony Prior, MBA, CFE, CAMS, ACFE Regent
Director, AUSTRAC

This session will explore regulatory technologies (RegTechs) that
offer unique responses to emerging problems created by new tech
nology. With both agile and technological capability, RegTechs have
the capacity to manage the financial crime vulnerabilities, provide
insights and reduce regulatory burden, both for traditional financial
services and FinTechs.

9A Session Details Coming Soon
Tuesday, 13:30-14:45

98 Crossing the Ethica l Line: Watch That
First Step 9
Tuesday, 13:30-14:45

LEVEL:OVERVIEW

Bruce Dorris, J.D., CFE, CPA
President and CEO, Association of Certified Fraud Examiners

In your work to resolve allegations of fraud, you might encounter
ethical issues that require you to look beyond the technical require
ments of your job and toward the moral dimensions. But ethical is
sues can be perplexing. This session will discuss how to approach
an ethical dilemma and where to look for guidance. You will also
watch videos of fraudsters explaining how they first crossed the
ethical line.

*Schedule and speakers subject to change

9

Session eligible for ACFE Ethics CPE

